FRIDAYS AT 12:30 SERIES
CONTEMPORARY CANADIAN REPERTOIRE
Friday, November 24, 2023
12:30 p.m., von Kuster Hall and via livestream
Bobbi Thompson, *saxophone*
Bethany Hörst, *soprano*
Jana Starling, *clarinet*
Ron George, *horn*
Sharon Kahan, *flute*
Trevor Chartrand, *piano*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

Old Shaman
Ilkim Tongur
(b. 1977)
Bobbi Thompson, *saxophone*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

*Singing in the Northland*
Grey Rocks and Greyer Seas
Lady Icicle
Severance
Rainfall

Bethany Hörst, *soprano*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

Limbo
The moon glows on the vagrant waters
Far away the sea sounds and resounds
The moon turns in its clockwork dream
In the dark pines the brutal wind...

Jana Starling, *clarinet*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

Barcarolle

Ron George, *horn*
Sharon Kahan, *flute*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

*Four Ukrainian Folk Tales*
The Mitten
Sir Cat-o-Puss
The Mermaid’s Ring
Kyrylo and the Serpent
Trevor Chartrand, *piano*
Christine Tithecott, *piano*

Music changes lives. *So do our donors.*
Charitable gifts from music lovers, like you, provide critical support for the Don Wright Faculty of Music’s performances and educational programming. To help us to continue to enrich our community through the power of music, please make a donation online or call 519-661-2111 ext. 85695